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About This Content

A mysterious visitor from the Crystalline dimension, the Summoner has decided to wage his own war across Etheria! With two
pets by his side, the Summoner can form minions out of sentient crystal and build an army to follow his every command!

Key Features:

Play Dungeon Defenders like an RTS, summoning and controlling your own minions
Use Overlord Mode to supervise your army from a top-down perspective
Issue a variety of commands to control your troops
Equip two pets simultaneously
Levitate for up to 15 seconds

Summoner Abilities:

Phase Shift: Move your ghostly avatar around the physical realm while remaining immaterial and unseen by enemies.
Flash Heal: Cast a spell which instantly heals all allied units and defenses within a radius.
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Title: Dungeon Defenders: Summoner Hero DLC
Genre: Strategy, RPG, Indie
Developer:
Trendy Entertainment
Publisher:
Trendy Entertainment
Release Date: 23 May, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP
Processor:1Ghz Dual-Core CPU
Memory:1 MB RAM
Graphics:Shader Model 3, 256 MB video memory
Hard Drive:2 MB HD space
Sound:DirectSound-compatible sound device

English,German,French,Italian
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dungeon defenders summoner hero dlc

Starter packs done right. Essentials like backpack space and a mount. JUST ONE. Not a dozen different looking mounts just to
pad the price, not a ton of consumables you'll probably never use. Just a pack of stuff you'd probably buy from the store before
anyone else.. NOT A FAN!
like always NOT RECOMMENDED for this rpg maker i see major potential but nah love the burrito master!!!. It may be
expensive, but it supports the devs and there are a few neat items in this.. I really do enjoy this game, but got stuck on truck
repair order 69, and couldn't go any further totally took the truck apart and back together all parts yellow or green and
NOTHING, watched a video and still nothing. Love the game outside of camera controls on a few certain parts, and not being
able to pass two repair orders without googling it the rest were simple, have a decent graphics card to run this though. Thanks
for reading.. The overall puzle design is really good, it knows not only to be creative with its elements but also to do it the fun
way. Ironic that what I found much less funny than playing is hearing the character who is supposed to be funny and will never
shut up.. Does not start. Company has abandoned this game. DO NOT BUY!. A good TD.
What I would like to note is the developed non-linear story. For games of this genre it is not peculiar.
The variety of levels doesn't let you get bored. You will participate in battles on land, on water, in the air. At the same time, the
picture looks decent, there is no desire to turn off the game :D
The game is not the easiest, you can not just click on it a few times to pass the level, it will have to sweat. But this is not a
problem, because the game has good music.
You look at the game, and don't understand what you need to do, but then you get involved and you get real pleasure from the
game.
Fans of the genre will appreciate, and the rest will get unforgettable emotions.. Not surprisingly "Wolves at the Gate" is a very
good DLC..Looks superb ,absolute heaps of new stuff,runs perfectly as you would expect from these folk. Anything wrong with
it ? Yep but pretty minor,maybe a few dollars too dear,I've spent a fair wad of cash with all the DLC's but for a card carrying nit
picker and grump there's nothing else to bleat about... 9.5 out of 10...
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I really love puzzle games, but either I have not found out how to deduct which beginning move is valid, or the game failed to
explain it to me. Perhaps I am just supposed to trial-and-error my way through it. Either way, once multi-color (orange) puzzles
are involved, the puzzles get way too complicated for me. That's a moderately adequate game boi.. Unique and Underrated

From all the puzzle games I have played (2D and 3D), this is the only one Ive seen that instead of giving you many tools, items,
and\/or powerups to progress, it just gives you 2 basic actions but with the ability to interact with the world and its creatures in
hundreds of different ways. Also, its up to the player to think how the mechanic works, and feels extremely rewarding when you
figure out the solutions by yourself. That : Aha! , or Eureka! moment you get after a long time thinking how to interact with
your surroundings and solve a puzzle just makes me feel super good.

I wasnt going to play this game because I thought it was just more of toki tori 1, and I didnt like the first game's casual, closed
level design. This one is an interactive open world 2d puzzle platformer. If Two Tribes have gotten a better publisher, Im pretty
sure this game would have sold way better. Its a gem.. Great DLC. Im having a lot of fun with it. Enjoy the variety of the
Challenges. Very fun but meant to be played co op.. Amazing music, absolutely worth the wait as well as the money spent..
During the late 90\u2019s\/early 2000\u2019s Humongous Entertainment released an absolutely fantastic stream of
\u201cedutainment\u201d point and click adventures for children. These titles focus on a range of light academics including
basic geography, basic to upper elementary level mathematics, logical thinking, critical thinking and puzzle solving, topped off
with reinforcement of good manners and polite social etiquette. At the lower end of the age spectrum, they may require some
adult supervision and supportive guidance, but there is no better series of games for a child\u2019s first venture into PC gaming.

Putt-Putt Goes to the Moon is the nearest and dearest to my heart in the Humongous Entertainment lineup. I spent way too many
hours as a child exploring the moon and helping Rover get home again and again. I think a lot of my infatuation with it can be
credited to my strong interest in astronomy as a child, but Putt-Putt Goes to the Moon is still a masterful game and I cannot wait
to share it with my children some day.
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